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(1) EC-Type Examination Certificate

(2)   Equipment and Protective Systems Intended for Use in
Directive 94/9/EC

Potentially

(8)

(9)

(4)   Equipment:

(5)   Manufacturer:

(6)   Address:

(7)

(3)

Explosive Atmospheres -

EC Type Examination Certificate Number

EPS 11 ATEX 1 342 X Revision 4

Line bushing LB  .......  /...

Quintex GmbH

i_Park Tauber-franken 13, 97922 Lauda-Königshofen, Germany

This equipment and any acceptable variation thereto are specified in the schedule to this certificate
and the documents therein referred to.

Bureau Veritas Consumer Products Services Germany GmbH, Notified Body No. 2004 in accord-
ance with Article 9 of the Council Directive 94/9/EC of March 23rd 1994, certifies that this equip-
ment has been found to comply with the Essential Health and Safety Requirements relating to the
design and construction of equipment and protective systems intended for use in potentially
explosive atmospheres, given in Annex II of the Directive. The examination and test results are
recorded in the confidential report 11TH0241.

Compliance with the Essential Health and Safety Requirements has been assured by compliance
with:

EN 60079-0:2012+Al1:2013

EN 13463-3:2005 (Introduction, sub-clause 15.1)

EN 60079-1:2014

(10)  If the sign "X" is placed after the certificate number, it indicates that the equipment is subject to
special conditions for safe use specified in the schedule to this certificate.

(11)  This EC-Type Examination Certificate relates only to the design and the construction of the speci-
fied equipment in accordance with Directive 94/9/EC. Further requirements of this Directive apply to
the manufacture and supply of this equipment.

(12)  The marking of the equipment shall include the following:

©

II 2G Ex db IIC T4/T5/T6 Gb
2D Ex db IIIC T135°C/T100°C/T85°C DbII

I M2 Ex d 1 Mb

psion protection Nuremberg, 2015-10-29
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(13)

(14)

(15)

Annex

EC-Type Examination Certificate EPS 11 ATEX 1 342 X Revision 4

Description of equipment:

The line bushing type LB  .......  /... serves the electric connection of equipment in explosion
protected enclosures. This can be a connection between a flameproof enclosure and an enclosure
of another type of protection or between two flameproof enclosures.

Furthermore, the line bushing with impact protection (U and Z in the type designation code) can be
used for an electrical connection from the outside into a flameproof enclosure.

The line bushing type LB  .....  00/... - line bushing without cores - may be used as sealing ele-
ment. Line bushings with impact protection (U and Z in the type designation code) may be used as
sealing elements on the outside. AdditionaUy, they can be used as enclosure blanking plugs made
of solid metal (without casting compound). The blanking plugs are unchanged except for the
omission of the drilled hole and the casting compound. For this style, in addition to the type number
LB  ....  ooo/.., a variant count number (six digit) EP  ....  (end plug) gets permanently engraved by
means of a laser. This variant count number is detailed in the shipping documents.

The Series LB  .......  / ... includes a pluggable version with an associated thread adapter. This
version is only allowed for use with enclosures where bushings are allowed for use with both
pluggable and threaded type of cable glands.

Electrical data:

Rated voltage: 440V, 690V, 1000V, depending on the type

Rated current: The rated current has to comply with the following requirement: To prevent
damage to the core, the respective core-specific limiting temperature TG
may not be exceeded under maximum current Ioad, maximum enclosure
warming and maximum ambient temperature. The core-specific limiting
temperature mG is marked on the line bushings and it is detailed in the
shipping documents.

The determination of the maximum permissible ambient temperature as weil as of the tempera-ture
class takes place under consideration of the following table, if need be on the basis of self-
performed temperature measurements as weil as of the core specific limiting temperature TG.

If there has to be considered practically no warming due to current Ioad in the case of control
circuits, the core specific limiting temperature can be used as the maximum ambient temperature in
the best case.
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The following table gives a clue regarding the warming of the line bushing due to current Ioad with
the maximum possible number of cores. For the values stated in the table, a warming of AT = 40°C
has to be taken as a basis.

Core diameter         Rated current         Core diameter         Rated current
in mm2                in A                 in mm2                 in A

0,25                   3,0                    6,0                   36,0

0,35                   5,5                    10,0                  50,0

0,5                    7,5                    16,0                  67,0

0,75                  10,0                   25,0                  90,0

1,0                   12,0                   35,0                  110,0

1,5                   15,0                   50,0                  140,0

2,5                   21,0                   70,0                  170,0

4,0                   28,0                   95,0                  205,0

Rated diameter:

Number of cores:

Type / size of thread:

Diameter of ferrule:

Length of thread:

Length of ferrule:

Length of ferrule gap:

0,25mm2 to 95 mm2
depending on the type

0 to 50

M10 x 1 to M42 x 1.5
types and sizes of threads not conform to ISO-Standards are marked

10 to 40 mm, average surface finish (ISO 468) Ra < 6.3 pm

> 10mm

> 20 mm

> 12.5 mm > 25 mm > 40 mm

Certificates wilhout signature are void. This certificate is allowed to be distributed only it" not modified. Extracts or modifications
by Bureau Veritas Consumer Products Services Germany GmbH. EPS 11 ATEX 1 342 X, Revision 4.
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The following table lists all cables that can be used together with the Line Bushing LB  .......  / ...:

Cable type            Description                  Diameter

Betatherm 145 Halogenfree            single core               0,25 mm2 - 95 mm2

HO7G K schwarz                      single core                1,5 mm2 - 95 mm2

FBL TYP 14 x O,08mm2                 single core                   0,08 mm2

Radox 125                                            0,25 mm2 - 185 mmz (min temp. of
single core

-SS°C)

Balztherm 110HX                     single core                1,5 mm2 - 95 mm2

specialcable 2xAWG 28/7              multi-core            0,7 mm (max temp. 105°C)

HO7RN-F                              multi-core                0,25 mm= - 6,0 mm2

HO7G-K                               single core                0,25 mm2 - 95 mm2

NSGAF ÖU                          single core               1,5 mm2 - 4,0 mm2

Metrofunk Kabelunion AWG Litze       single core                   0,09 mm=

RG174U                           Coaxial line

GSO/CWJH D20                    fiber optic cable                 0,6 mm2

GSO/CWJH D27                    fiber optic cable                 0,6 mm2

E9/CWJH E30                      fiber optic cable                 0,9 mm2

Flexkabel Kapton                    Ribbon cable

Helutherm 3.45                      Ribbon cable              0,25 mm= - 95 mm2

Sabix A 280                         Ribbon cable               0,5 mm2 - 95 mm2

The fiber optic cables have to be strain relieved by an appropriate method. The ribbon cable
Flexkabel Kapton can only be used between two flameproof enclosures.

When a line bushing is built-in a flameproof enclosure with adjacent enclosure protected by type of
protection increased safety, single, partly not insulated wires may be encapsulated in the line
bushing. The not insulated part of each wire has to be completely enclosed by the casting com-
pound.

Certilicates without signature are void. This certificate is allowed to be distributed onl il" not modilied.
by Bureau Veritas Consumer Products Services Germany GmbH. EPS 11 ATEX 1     Revision 4.
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Type designation key:

LB

I Marking line bushing I
Marking of type:

S = screwable, P = pluggable

U = screwable with shock protection

Z = pluggable with shock protection

Marking of type of thread / gap'

M = metric

N = NPT-thread

W = Whitworth tube thread

S = special thread according to the

minimum requirements of EN 60079-1

table 3 or 4

1 = without thread (gap length >_ 12,5 mm

< 25 mm)

2 = without thread (gap length >- 25 mm)

3 = without thread (gap length _> 40 mm)

P = special type according to minimum

requirements of EN 60079-1 table 1 or

2
Averaÿe surface finish < 6.3L[m

Size of thread / ferrule diameter (2 digits)
for example:

10, 15, 16, 18, 22, 24, 30, 32, 33, 34, 36,

38.40.42  ....

Marking rated insulation voltage:

0 = without

1 = 440 V, 2 = 690 V, 3 = 1000 V,

4 = 3000 V, 5 = 6000 V

Number of cores ( 2 digits)
00 = no cores

,°,

99 = 99 cores

Not relevant for explosion protection

Certificates without signature are void. This certificate is allowed to be           if not modified. Extracts er
by Bureau Veritas Consumer Products Services German v GmbH. EPS 11 ATEX 1 342 X, Revision 4.
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The relevant rated voltage can be seen from the marking. The relevant type marking and the
individual charge number can be seen in the delivery documents. This is valid also for the whole
marking of the thread and for the ferrule diameter including tolerances. With special threads (type
LBSS  .....  / ...) the whole marking of the thread is shown on the surface of the metallic thread
ferrule. With special forms (type LBPP  .....  / ...) a four-digit variant counting number described in
the delivery documents is engraved on the surface of the metallic ferrule.

The Iine bushing type LB  .......  I... can also be used in mines susceptible to firedamp. For the
heating of the Line bushing due to current Ioad, it must be respected that temperatures exceeding
150°C on space with possible deposition of dust are not present.

(16)

(17)

Test report: 11TH0241

Special conditions for safe use:

Line bushinqs with screw thread: The thread hole of the flameproof enclosure in which the line
bushing is integrated has to comply with EN 60079-1:2014, Clause 5.3.

Pluq.qable line bushin.qs: The hole of the flameproof enclosure, in which the line bushing is inte-
grated has to comply with EN 60079-1:2014, Clauses 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 regarding the length and
width of the gap. The average surface finish (ISO 468) has to be Ra < 6.3 IJm.

Requirements valid for plu.q.qable and screwable line bushin.qs: The line bushing with shock
protection (U and Z in the type designation key) may be used for direct connection of flameproof
enclosures. In this case, the mounting has to be from the outside into the d-space, so that the
impact proof is guaranteed. On the outside, only a hose line, which is safely enclosed, may be
used.

Regardless of the type of mounting it has to be ensured, that the line bushing is secured against
twisting or Ioosening.

The cable specific minimum ambient temperature TA. min is marked on the line bushings and it is
detailed in the shipping documents.

The specifically correct maximum ambient temperature TA rnÿx is determined as described in (15).

For the connection of enclosures with the protection types d and e or d and t a suitable sealing
material has to be used.

(18)  Essential health and safety requirements:

,sion protection Nuremberg, 2015-10-29
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